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Convention Chair 
 
 
 
 

 
The convention chair should be selected prior to the preceding convention so that she can give the 
invitation at the convention.  She is ultimately responsible for all on-site arrangements and coordination 
of all committees.  She is the contact person with the hotel, the president, and the director for program. 
Her duties include to: 
 
1. Locate possible sites and, with the president and the director for program, make the final selection.  

She obtains a contract which must be signed by the president.  
 Desirable specifications include: 
 • Wheelchair accessibility. 
 • General assembly room to accommodate at least 300. 
 • Preferable luncheon and banquet served in room other than the general assembly room. 
 • Breakout rooms--at least eight--which will accommodate at least 35 people each.  
 • A large room which can be locked for EF sales. 
 • A room with two doors for voting.  
 • One hundred rooms for each night.  
 • Complementary suite and rooms.  
 • Projector screen in general assembly room.  
 
2. Recruit chairs for the various committees from throughout the host cluster.  Supervise and coordinate 

the work of all of the committees. 
 
3. Act as a liaison between the state officers and the convention committees.  
 
4. Act as official contact with the hotel.  She may delegate the meals function to someone else, if the 

hotel agrees.  
 
5. Request an advance from the director for finance (up to $1,000). 
 
6. Call and chair meeting of the convention committee.  
 
7. Work with the director for program in setting up schedules and arrangements.   Assign room for 

specific meetings.  
 
8. Work with the state president on the set up for the general sessions.  
 
9. Provide for a greeting from local dignitaries.  
 

10. Reserve complementary rooms and rooms for special guests.  Provide for transportation, if 
    necessary. 
 

11. Prepare an evaluation form and provide for its distribution and collection.  
 

12. Prepare a final report as soon as possible, to be sent to the director for program.  
 

13. Maintain files and/or notebooks with samples and detailed notes by responsibility, to be sent 
    to the chair of the next convention. 
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General Information 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Below are general suggestions or convention planning and operation.  
 
1. Making sure that the hotel chosen is wheelchair accessible is essential in selecting the hotel.  

This provision should be noted in advanced publicity and registration materials.  
 
2. Mailing labels for branches and state officers are available from the state president's adminis-

trative assistant. 
 
3. In order to offset the expenses of the convention printed program, efforts should be made to sell 

ads or have it underwritten.  
 
4. Registration and meal tickets are provided to the regional director and leader on loan from 

convention funds.  They pay their own room and travel expenses.  Each should make her own 
arrangements for hotel accommodations.  The director for program should send them the proper 
forms.  Arrangements should be made to meet them at the airport, if this is desired.  Expenses 
for other guests and luncheon speaker are covered by convention funds.  

 
5. Complementary rooms are assigned as follows, when available:  (1) president, (2) hostess 

committee, (3) director for program.   
 
6. Board meetings require a room arrangement with tables in a square or rectangle.  A Board of 

Directors meeting requires at least 32 chairs on the outside of the square (allow plenty of elbow 
room), with at least 10 chairs around the edge of the room.  The president will determine 
whether additional chairs should be provided at the table for appointed officers.  

 
7. Seating in the general sessions should provide for delegates only in the front of the hall, with 

non-delegates in the rear.  There should be signs indicating this division, and ushers should 
inform members as they enter the door.  NO ONE may enter room without a name tag.   
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Treasurer 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The treasurer needs to work closely with the registration chair to ensure that accurate handling of 
registration and other fees.  The treasurer: 
 
1. Opens an account in the name of the convention.  (It is preferable not to co-mingle convention 

monies with branch or cluster funds.)  This account can be opened with the advance from the 
state.  

 
2. Consults with the director for finance on Florida AAUW finance procedures and policies. 
 
3. Sets up the books in accordance with convention budget.  
 
4. Keeps track of all income and expenditures. 
 
5. Makes no reimbursement without receipts or vouchers.  
 
6. Does not pay any expenses in excess of budgeted amount unless approved by the convention 

chair. 
 
7. Provides the convention chair with a monthly financial report. 
 
8. Closes and balances books as soon as possible after the convention.  
 
9. Returns the state advance and all proceeds over expenditures to the state director for finance. 
 

10. Files a financial reports with the convention chair, the state director for program, and the state 
director for finance.  
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Registration 
 
 
 
 

 
Registration is an extremely important task and requires a competent and fairly large committee, 
both preceding and during the convention.  
 
Pre-Convention 
 
1. The registration chair (registrar) receives all registrations, recording all relevant data as each one 

is received.  She must work closely with the treasurer, the credentials chair, and the meals chair.  
It is desirable to maintain a computer database of all registration information so that name 
badges and lists can be generated.  If neither the treasurer nor the registration chair has access to 
such computer equipment and software, a separate Records Committee can be designated. 

 
2. Fees, deadlines, and refund policies are established by the convention committee, in collabora-

tion with the director for program.  
 
3. The hotel and convention registration forms must be in the hands of the FloriVision editor in 

time for publication well before the registration deadline dates.  Every member of the 
Registration Committee should be completely familiar with the information to be collected and 
in what format it is to be transferred and/or used. 

 
4. All voting delegates must be registered for the convention.  Cluster members who are workers 

should register prior to the deadline, if they plan to attend meetings.  
 
 
At Convention 
 
1. The registration area should be set up with a sufficient number of tables, alphabetical divisions, 

and workers to avoid long lines.  There should be a special line for state officers, past presidents, 
and guests.  Two- or three-hour shifts of volunteers staffing the registration are suggested.  

 
2. Registration tables should be for registration only.  Programs can be included in the hospitality 

bags, which should be distributed at a separate table.  
 
3. Meal and special event tickets should be distributed with the name badges.  Registrants should be 

instructed to check immediately to see that they have the correct tickets.  Registration workers 
are not responsible for reselling tickets that are not wanted.  (A bulletin board can be used for 
that purpose.) 

 
4. If there is a problem, the registrant should move to the problem solver, a worker who can 

facilitate anything that is irregular.   
 
5. There should be a special line for late registrants. 
 
6. The credentials table should be separate from but adjacent to the registration table.  
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Records Committee 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Depending on the availability of computer facilities, the work of this committee can be done by the 
registration or the treasurer, or it can be assigned to a separate Records Committee.  
 
1. As registration forms are received, all data should be input to a computer as part of a single data 

base.  A copy of the registration form is retained by the registrar. 
 
2. The database should be designed so that all kinds of alphabetical lists can be generated and easily 

printed, saving time and money on photocopying.  Information from the database will be used to 
generate labels for postcards and registration envelopes, meal tickets, and name tags.   
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Name Badges 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1. Print should be large enough to be read easily.  
 
2. Branch name should be included, with the name tag for the president so noted.  
 
3. State officers, past presidents, and special guests should be so identified.  
 
4. A code can be put on the name tag to indicate luncheon seating and/or choice of banquet entree.  
 
5. Pins, cords, or chains may be used for the plastic name badge holders.   
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Credentials 
 
 
 
 

 
Pre-Convention Activities 
 
1. At least two (2) months prior to the convention, the convention chair will have requested and 

received (1) branch address labels from the state administrative assistant and (2) from the 
director for college/university relations and LAF a list of C/U representatives from Florida 
colleges and universities and (3) from the director for finance the branch membership statistics.  
All of these materials are needed in order to begin the credentials process. 

 
2. The number of delegates that each branch is entitled to is based on the number of members three 

(3) months prior the convention by the director for finance, in cooperation with the branch 
treasurers.  This information shall be forwarded to the convention chair as soon as possible after 
computation.  The convention chair will work with Credentials to determine the allotted number 
of delegates for each branch.   

 
3. At least two (2) months prior to the convention the Credentials chair shall send a letter to branch 

presidents advising them of the total number of delegates to which the branch is entitled.  A 
similar letter shall be sent to other legal delegates (C/U representatives, state elected officers--see 
Florida AAUW Bylaws, Article XVI, Section 2(a) (b)).  The form included with this letter is to be 
returned with the names of the branch delegates to convention listed.     

 
4. If by two (2) months before convention membership of any branch shall have changed 

sufficiently to alter the number of its convention votes, the branch shall have the right to appeal 
its case to the credentials committee.  Such appeal shall be made immediately after determination 
of the membership change and shall be verified by the state director for finance, and the 
completed appeal shall be in the hands of the credentials committee 45 days prior to convention.  
No appeals will be accepted after that date.  

 
5. The credentials committee and the registration committee shall plan together before the 

convention and work side by side during the convention for the orderly certification and 
registration and certification of delegates.  

 
6. All communications pertaining the delegates or delegate registration or credentials should be in 

writing. 
 
  
Activities at Convention 
 
1. The credentials chair shall be prepared to present an initial credentials report as the first time of 

official business of the convention, and supplementary credentials reports at the beginning of the 
first business meeting each day.  
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 Credentials, Continued  
 
 
2. The credentials desk shall be open at the same times as the registration desk.  The credentials 

count shall be prepared thirty (30) minutes prior to each business session.  However, workers 
may continue to credential those persons in line before closing for the evening, with those 
individuals to be part of the data reported at the next business session.   

 
3. Each branch president, or the authorized substitute chair of the delegation, shall pick up the 

multiple votes to which the branch is entitled if the full quota of voting delegates is not in 
attendance. Once the branch president or chair of delegation has examined the contents of the 
envelope to be sure all materials are correct, the entitlement card shall be filled out and signed.  
The entitlement card will be exchanged for ballots representing the absent voters from that 
branch.  The card will be exchanged for ballots in the voting room. 

 
4. The entitlement card indicates the number of ballots the branch is entitled to cast for delegates 

who could not attend the convention.   
 a. The card must be filled out at the credential desk.  The president or chair of the delegation 

will sign on line one and on the branch page in the notebook.  The chair of the delegation 
keeps the card until it is exchanged for ballot(s) in the voting room.   

 b. The chair of the delegation is responsible for notifying the credentials desk of any changes in 
her delegate count or names, etc.  If a change is required on the entitlement card, the original 
will be torn up and a new corrected card completed and signed.  No changes will be permitted 
in the voting room.   

 c. The entitlement card is turned in at the credentials desk inside the voting room and the chair 
of the delegation is given the stated number of ballots.  She signs line four, confirming that 
she has received that correct number of ballots.  She receives her personal single ballot with 
her "tear off" from her numbered delegate card, as every one else.   

  
5. Two persons from the Credentials Committee will work inside the voting room to distribute 

ballots in exchange for entitlement cards presented to them by the branch president or her 
substitute chair of the branch delegation.  

 
 
Note:  The above balloting procedures were developed for the 1994 Cocoa Beach Convention.  The 
procedures provided an excellent check and balance system with an easy count of the number of 
votes cast by delegates on site and the number of votes cast for absentee delegates. 
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Elections 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. The Elections Committee supervises and carries out the election by ballot.  
 a. Members of the Election Committee shall be from branches that have no candidates on the 

ballot. 
 b. The Elections Committee is separate from the tellers.  
 
2. The ballot must be in printed form.  
 a. The ballot shall contain the names of all of the candidates, including those nominated from 

the floor. This means that the ballot cannot be prepared until after the evening general session 
when nominations from the floor are made.  

 b. A ballot is given for each correct "tear off" submitted.  Some electors will be casting more 
than one vote for their branches.  

 
3. Voting area. 
 a. The voting area must be of sufficient size to accommodate the voters.  
 b. If possible, there should be a separate entrance and exit to the area.  
 c. There shall be two enlarged sample ballots posted on each side of the entrance in full view of 

the voters. 
 
4. Procedure for counting and recording the votes. 
 a. Count the number of "tear offs" taken in.  
 b. Determine how many ballots were distributed.  (They should be numbered.) 
 c. Account for any discrepancy.  
 d. Identify, count, and void any improper ballots (no choice, wrong office, etc.) 
 e. Indicate the number of ballots counted and tally the vote.  
 f. Fill in and sign the Election Chair Report.   
 
5. Giving report.   
 a. The elections chair reads the report and hands it to the chair without declaring the result.  
 b. The chair reads the report and declares the election of each officers.   
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Hospitality 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The purpose of this committee is to provide a friendly welcome and assistance of all kinds to those 
attending the convention.  Hostesses should wear hostess identification ribbons.  They should be 
completely familiar with the convention program, the time and location of the various events, and 
with the layout of the hotel.  
 
When people are arriving, there should be several hostesses circulating to welcome and give 
directions.  
 
Hospitality Table 
 
This should be set up near the meeting rooms.  Except during general sessions and meal events, the 
hospitality table should be staffed continuously from the first arrivals on Friday to the close of 
convention on Sunday.   
 
The following should be provided or available at the table: 
• Listings of area restaurants (locations and price ranges).  
• Listings of area churches (locations and times of services).  
• Available doctors and hospitals (addresses and telephone numbers).  
• Maps of the city or area.  
 
Other materials which would be desirable are first aid kit, sewing kit, and change of telephone use.   
 
 
Hospitality Bags and Programs 
 
These should be distributed near the registration table.  They can be handed to the member as soon 
as she gets her name tag.  
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Convention Meals 
 
 
 
 

 
 

One person should be responsible for arranging the meals.  While she may have a committee, she 
should be the only contact with the hotel for this purpose (unless the hotel will only work with the 
convention chair).  Her duties include to: 
 
1. Arrange for all meals as designated by the director for program (luncheon and banquet).  

Determine what options are to be provided for breakfast.   
 
2. Select menus for each meal.  Be alert to observe ethnic dietary restrictions.  
 
3. Indicate to the hotel the desired seating arrangements for each meal.  
 
4. Inform the hotel of the approximate number for each meal and the deadline for the final count.  

Find out the hotel policy for confirming the count so that costs can be kept to a minimum. 
 
5. Select refreshments for the reception and indicate the desired room arrangement.  
 
6. Devise a way to "mix up" people for the luncheon.  This could require marks on the name 

badges and on the tables.  The director for the Educational Foundation may wish to have tables 
for Florida Friends of the Foundation and/or major EF donors near the head table.  If so, the 
director should supply the list of names, which should then be cross-checked with the conven-
tion registrar.  Likewise, the director for membership may request places reserved for 50-year 
members.     

 
7. Arrange seating for the banquet, either open or some other means.  If attendees are to sign up for 

seating ahead of time, provide a banquet seating sign-up board near the registration table.  
Tables should be numbered accordingly.  If choices are offered in any menu items, determine 
how waiters can know each person's choice.   

 
8. Make meal tickets a different color for each meal.  Ascertain from the hotel how meal tickets 

are to be collected and provide personnel to do so, if necessary.   
 
9. After consulting with the state president, provide for a head table, with place cards, for the 

banquet and luncheon.  The president will provide the convention chair with the names. 
 
 10. Carefully determine the meal count both prior to the event and during the meal.   
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Program Design/Printing  
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Program Design/Printing Committee has responsibility for several aspects of the convention.  
All important information should have type size large enough for everyone to read.  Printed 
materials include:  
 
1. Convention program.  (Material to be supplied, if possible, via a computer diskette): 
 
 a. Director for program 
  Complete schedule 
  Program content 
 
 b. President 
  State goals 
  Agenda for each business meeting 
  Florida branches and presidents 
  State officers 
  Branches eligible for Nominating Committee 
  Convention rules 
 
 c. Convention chair 
  Convention committee members 
  Room numbers for meetings 
  List of local contributors 
  Map of hotel  
 
2. Special programs.  These include programs for the awards luncheon and the recognition 

banquet.  Material is supplied by the director for program.   
 
3. Motions from the Board of Directors.  These will be supplied by the president or the secretary.  

These can be typed on one piece of paper and folded into the program.  
 
4. Evaluation form.  This information will be provided by the convention chair.  It should be 

printed on a separate sheet and folded into the program. 
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Publicity 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Prepare articles for FloriVision and Branch Update.  (The convention chair may elect to handle 
this responsibility herself.) 

 
2. Contact the state public relations person to arrange for press releases both before and after the 

convention.   
 
3. Arrange for local coverage, with pictures if possible.   
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Decorations 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Simple table decorations should be provided for the luncheon and banquet.  Flower arrangements 
may also be provided for the speakers' table for the general sessions.  
 
 
  
 
 

 Signs 
 
 
Signs may be needed for the following areas/functions:  
 
1. Registration, credentials, and hostess tables. 
 
2. Activities, workshops, focus groups, roundtables, etc.    
 
3. General session, including: 
 Reserved seats for delegates--at least four signs 
 Reserved seats for tellers and pages 
 Signs on mikes 1 and 2--front and back.  
 
4. Educational Foundation sales room.  
 
5. Voting area,. including "Entrance" and "Exit." 
 
6. Luncheon tables, indicating seating.  
 
7. Meetings that may be scheduled during breakfast 
 
8. Others as needed. 
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Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Our ability to provide audio-visual equipment is somewhat limited by cost and availability.  Hotel 
rates are usually very high.  Equipment may be borrowed, where available.  The following 
equipment should be made available: 
 
1. General Sessions 
 a. One microphone at podium 
 b. Two microphones on the main floor 
 c. An overhead projector and screen 
 
2. Luncheon and Banquet 
 a. Microphone at lectern 
 b. Slide projector and screen for banquet 
 
3. Focus Groups and Round Tables 
 a. Program presenters will be asked to advise the A-V chair of their needs.  We should be able 

to provide overhead projectors and easels for newsprint pads.  We cannot provide video 
equipment because of the cost, although sometimes these can be borrowed.  

 b. If program presenters wish any material reproduced for their programs, they may send it to 
the A-V chair.  This comes out of convention funds. 

 c. The A-V chair and the convention chair shall together determine a reasonable deadline date 
for receiving requests for such A-V equipment and copying.   

 d. For last-minute copying, the A-V committee should have available information and costs for 
copying at the hotel site and at nearby copying centers.  Depending on availability of a 
volunteer, the A-V may be able to respond to such last-minute requests, but the costs and 
ultimate responsibility resides with the person making the request.* 

 
*This policy is in the process of being approved by the director for program.     
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Convention Ushers 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Ushers are necessary for all general sessions.  
 
2. Ushers may be persons who serve on other committees, but should not be tellers or pages. 
 
3. The head usher is responsible for seeing that the other ushers are in place and should be 

available to the other ushers in case of questions or problems.  She is responsible to the 
presiding officers.  

 
4. There should be an usher at every door into the meeting hall.  If an entryway is large, two ushers 

will be needed.  
 
5. Ushers should be at the doors 15 minutes before the scheduled start of the meeting.  
 
6. Responsibilities of the ushers include: 
 a. Admitting only registered members. 
 b. Directing voting delegates to sit in the front part of the meeting room. 
 c. Seeing that any reserved section is not used by others.  
 d. Closing the door to the meeting room during a vote.  (Delegates may leave the room, but may 

not re-enter until the vote is completed.) 
 e. Distributing materials and handouts only if they have previously been approved by the 

president.  
 f. Answering questions or dealing with problems. 
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Convention Pages 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Five pages will be needed for the general sessions Friday night and all meetings on Saturday.  
These include:  head page, two microphone pages, and two aisle pages. 

 
2. All pages should be in their assigned places at least ten minutes before the meeting is scheduled 

to begin.  
 
3. Pages need to be identifiable as such by means of a special ribbon or badge. 
 
4. Head Page 
 •  Make sure all pages are in place 10 minutes before the meeting is scheduled to start.  
 •  Make sure that pages are easily identifiable.  
 •  Have motion forms available from secretary. 
 •  Be alert, ready to help out wherever needed.  
 
5. Microphone Pages 
 • Reserve a seat by the microphone--mark it as reserved.  
 •  Make sure that the microphone number is visible from the podium and from the members' 

seats. 
 • Have a clipboard available.  
 • Have at least 10 motion forms available.  
 • Give completed motion forms to the aisle page to take to the podium.  
 • Be sure that only delegates are allowed to speak unless permission is given by the chair). 
 
6. Aisle Pages 
 • Reserve the aisle seat on the front row and mark it as reserved.  
 • Have motion forms available for delegates.  
 • Take completed motion forms from the microphone page to the podium. 
 • Assist the microphone page if she needs help.  
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Convention Tellers 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. The tellers are responsible to the presiding officer.  Their only duty is to assist by counting votes 
taken on the convention floor.  

 
2. There must be eight tellers working at all times--the head teller and seven assistants.  The head 

teller should be the same person throughout the convention, but there may be substitutes among 
the assistant tellers, if necessary.  

 
3. The tellers will be involved in two kinds of voting:  
 
 Row Count--counting those delegates standing or raising voting cards in each row.  During a 

row count, two tellers will each count each section and report to the head teller.  The head teller 
will determine the totals, record them, and immediately report the totals not the results) to the 
presiding officer.  

 
 Ballot Count--collecting and counting tear-off tickets.  For a ballot count, the ballots will be 

taken to another room and counted.  During this time, one assistant teller must remain in the 
convention hall, but all others should count the ballots.  The head teller records the results on the 
"Results of Balloting" form and gives it to the presiding officer.  

 
4. Tellers should be in the convention hall at least ten minutes before the opening of the business 

sessions.  They may be delayed beyond the end of a session in order to count a ballot vote.  
 
 

 Suggestions for Counting Teller Reports and Ballots 
 
1. The secret of a quick, accurate count is to count small numbers of reports/ballots at a time, 

allowing errors to be caught while numbers are small.  
 
2. Row Teller Reports--pair the reports.  The first person adds "Yeas" and "nays" and record 

results.  The second person counts and compares.  Reconcile, if necessary.  Final totals are 
attained by adding the sets of figures.  

 
3. Ballots--divide "Yeas" and "Nays," then divide each group into stacks of ten or twenty.  Count 

and recount to verify. 
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Educational Foundation Sales 
and Silent Auction 

 
 
 

 
 

These could be two committees or one committee with two subcommittees.  There must be 
collaboration with the director for the Educational Foundation.  
 
 
Educational Foundation Sales 
 
1. Branches should advise the chair prior to convention if they wish to sell.  This notification 

should go in FloriVision early enough for an appropriate response.  Those branches that do not 
reserve selling space will be placed only after all others.  

 
2. Branches should be advised of the times for setting up and taking down their wares.  
 
3. Times for selling are established by the convention committee.  There should be no sales during 

meetings.  
 
4. Sales take place in a separate room which can be locked.  A committee member should be 

designated to lock and unlock the room.  
 
 
 
Silent Auction 
 
1. This should be located in an area near the reception area and the banquet room. 
 
2. Information regarding the silent auction should be included in FloriVision early enough to 

branches enough time to assemble items. 
 
3. Auction items be of good quality and should be inspected and approved prior to display.  
 
4. The committee will need to arrange for the display area, receiving, arranging, and providing bid 

slips.  
 
5. The cut-off time for bidding should be early enough to do calculations and college the money.  

This must be adequately staffed so that buyers will not have to wait too long.  
 
6. Branches and individuals need to understand that the proceeds go to the Educational 

Foundation, but that branches are credited for the giving. 
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Sites Coordination 
 
 
 
 

 
Members of the Sites Coordination Committee will assist the convention co-chairs in providing 
support for the components of the convention program, with emphasis on anticipating and 
preventing problems having to do with local arrangements.  In addition to providing support for EF 
sales and the silent auction (see elsewhere), site coordinators should be available for:  
 
1. Focus groups.  If possible, one volunteer should be assigned to each focus group to:  
 a. Arrive early, making sure that a sign is in place, the room is ready for occupancy--lights, 

temperature, room arrangement, etc.  (Focus group facilitators will be asked ahead of time to 
indicate how they want the room arranged.)  If changes need to be made, the site coordinator 
(SD) should assist the facilitator and arriving attendees to make the changes.  If more help is 
needed, the focus group SD should ask the SD chair to request help from hotel employees.   

 b. Check to make sure that requested A-V equipment and are supplies are available.  Serve as a 
"facilitator to the facilitator."  Find out ahead of time whom to contact if a piece of equipment 
doesn't arrive or breaks down.  Know where the session leader can go to make last-minutes 
copies, etc.   

 c. Unless the session leader prefers otherwise, introduce the leader.   
 d. Be available throughout the session to monitor any problems that may arise relative to the site 

or equipment. 
 e. Complete a brief written report (form will be supplied), including a count of those present. 

 f. Remind attendees at the end to complete that portion of the evaluation form that covers 
that session.  

 g. Be ready to answer questions as attendees exit as to rest rooms, telephones, directions to the 
next activity, etc. 

 g. Assist any in-coming SD in preparation of the room for the next meeting.   
 
2. General Sessions 
 a. Arrive early to help the co-chairs and others in charge (president, administrative assistant, 

etc.) check last-minute details; inform them that you are on site and ready to assist them if 
they need it.  

 b. Serve as a liaison between the president and hotel staff (going through the convention co-
chairs, if possible) in checking the temperature, room arrangement, mike, and other needed 
A-V equipment.   

 c. Acquaint yourself ahead of time with the chair of the ushers and pages/tellers, so you can 
alert them if their volunteers are not present and ready to go into action.   

 d. Problems or task-to-be-done during the meeting may be handled by the administrative 
assistant or an usher; however, stand by and anticipate problems, ready to take action if 
someone else does not.   

 e. Remember--the president is in charge.  Take your cue from her.  You are there to assist and 
to make sure that, while everyone else is busy with the business at hand, you are alert to 
problems that may arise relating to local arrangements--or anything else you can do to be 
helpful.     

  


